
The World Leader in Surplus Asset Management 



Serving the World’s 
Leading Organizations
As the pioneer of enterprise surplus 
asset management, EquipNet has long-
established global relationships with many 
of the world’s best-known corporations 
and organizations, such as:

•	 Bayer
•	 Bristol	Myers-Squibb
•	 British	Telecom
•	 Colgate	Palmolive
•	 Eastman	Chemical
•	 Johnson	&	Johnson
•	 MARS
•	 Novartis
•	 Sanofi	Aventis
•	 Sigma	Aldrich
•	 Unilever
•	 Wrigley

The World Leader in Surplus Asset Management
To compete in today’s economy, companies must constantly find ways to become more nimble, cut costs, 
and do more with less.   That’s why a growing number of companies are focusing on their surplus equipment 
assets.  

As the world leader in surplus asset management solutions, EquipNet helps organizations around the world to 
get maximum value out of these once-forgotten assets.  By providing best practice solutions to appraise, buy, 
sell, and manage surplus equipment, EquipNet helps our clients to:

Gain	visibility	and	control – By providing accurate inventory and appraisals, as well as ongoing tracking and 
advice, EquipNet enables clients to gain better control of their assets and to make more informed equipment-
related decisions.

Improve	efficiency – By redeploying assets they already own, companies can improve return on assets (ROA) 
and avoid unnecessary capital expenditures.

Generate	cash – By selling surplus equipment directly to other end user buyers, EquipNet helps companies to 
maximize cash recovery.

Stay	focused	on	core	activities – Being efficient means keeping your people focused on core activities – not 
managing surplus equipment.  By providing easy, turnkey, professional solutions, EquipNet enables clients 
to enjoy the benefits of best-in-class surplus asset management while freeing up resources to focus on core 
activities.



Services
Asset	Accuracy™	Services	-	Inventory,	Appraisal,	and	Advice
Plant, property, and equipment (PPE) assets are the most expensive investment on most companies’ balance sheets.   However, many organizations don’t have 
an accurate inventory or valuation of their assets.   

EquipNet helps companies gain visibility and control over these assets, and provides valuation and advice to help them make better  decisions about their 
assets.  Because of their in-depth industry expertise, our team of professionally accredited appraisers and equipment specialists can identify, inventory, 
evaluate, and appraise assets with unparalleled speed and accuracy.  Leveraging the world’s most comprehensive database of industrial equipment sales data, 
EquipNet provides our clients with an exclusive insider view of the secondhand market – allowing us to provide more accurate and insightful appraisals and 
advice.

Cascading	Liquidation™	-	Maximizing	Sale	Returns	Within	Any	Timeline
When selling surplus assets, there is a trade-off between time and money.  Companies often face tight deadlines that demand they clear all assets within a 
short timeframe.  However, if they had time, they could often recover 2 to 6x more cash from their assets by finding and selling to the best end user buyers.

EquipNet’s revolutionary Cascading Liquidation™ model allows our clients to maximize returns within any timeframe.  As the world’s largest online equipment  
marketplace –backed by a global, industry-focused sales force – EquipNet has the unique capability to broker a company’s most valuable assets directly 
to end user buyers for maximum returns.  At the same time, as one of the world’s largest auctioneers, EquipNet can quickly and cost-effectively liquidate 
large quantities of assets through online and webcast auctions that reach a global buyer audience.  By “cascading” assets through these and other channels, 
EquipNet’s clients can maximize their cash recovery from premium assets while still ensuring that all assets are cleared by any deadline – guaranteed.

Low	Cost	Equipment	Sourcing™		-	Secondhand	Procurement	Solutions
Today, there is an unprecedented supply of premium, late-model equipment available on the secondhand market.  In fact, it is not uncommon to find 
equipment that is brand new, unused, and still in the crate.  By sourcing these assets, companies can save 25% to 75% versus the cost of new.  Furthermore, 
because this equipment is available now, companies can avoiding months of lead time, allowing them to get their projects up and running more quickly.

Navigating the used equipment market is not easy.  Because the market is highly fragmented, it can be hard to track down who has the specific equipment 
you are looking for.  Since many players in the used equipment industry have a shady reputation, it can also be hard to know who to trust.  That’s where 
EquipNet can help.   EquipNet’s sales team can do the work for you – tracking down the equipment you need, while you focus on core business activities.  
Our turnkey service capabilities including engineering, packing, shipping, and installation – help make your transactions smooth and worry free.  Because 
EquipNet works with leading corporations, EquipNet can also help bring integrity to the procurement process – so that you can have more confidence in the 
equipment and the transaction.  



Local	Service
Whether from our Canton, MA headquarters or our local offices around the world, EquipNet is committed to providing our clients with the 
highest level of service.   Contact us today and let us know how we can help you.

Contact	Us	Today:	

EquipNet Thailand
+66 81 828 09 72

EquipNet  North American
+1. 781.821.3482

Worldwide 

EquipNet  Germany 
+49 69 222 4611-9

EquipNet  France 
+33 1 70 70 90 41


